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Maximum Performance Trading 
Terms and Conditions 

 
 
 

1. By downloading this document I agree that I have read, understand and agree to the follow-
ing points: 

2. The author is not a financial planners, advisors, registered accountant, or financial profes-
sional. 

3. The information presented in full or part is based on personal experiences of the presenter as 
an entrepreneur, consultant, coach and investor. 

4. The model that is used is designed for you to do further research or adapt to suit your per-
sonal financial situation. 

5. The laws relating to investment, taxation, benefits and the handling of money are constantly 
changing in government policy. So while every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy 
of the material contained here in at the time of publication and presentation, neither the au-
thor, presenter, promoters, nor the publishers will bear any responsibility or liability for any 
action taken by any person, persons or organisations on the purported basis of information 
contained in any of the products and manuals or in any support material. 

6. Without limiting the generality of the forgoing, no person, persons or organisations should 
invest monies or take other action on the reliance of the material contained in any product, 
manuals or any accompanying material, but instead should satisfy themselves independently 
(by seeking expert advice or otherwise) of the appropriateness of any action. For Australian 
readers, ASIC recommends you seek the advise of a an AFSL holder. 

7. If a particular stock is mentioned it is for illustrative and educational purposes. An example is 
never to be seen as a recommendation of any type. 

8. I acknowledge that neither nor staff, promoters or directors of Universal Trading Solutions 
shall be (i) held liable for any decisions or actions I may take, and (ii) I indemnify Kim Reilly, 
Universal Trading Solutions Pty Ltd; staff of Universal Trading Solutions; resellers and com-
mission agents of Universal Trading Solutions; against any future actions, losses, expenses, 
and legal costs, for myself or any outside party I may provide information to of any of the in-
formation of any product I purchase. 

9. I acknowledge that all materials and teachings herein and any future follow up materials in-
cluding, but not limited to, workbooks; charts; intellectual property; computer images; verbal 
teachings; electronic postings and email correspondence are the copyright material of Uni-
versal Trading Solutions and may not be copied or reproduced to any party, whether for busi-
ness or personal use, without the express permission of the Managing Director of Universal 
Trading Solutions. 

10. I accept that a breach of point (9) above may lend me liable to legal action and recovery of 
monies. 

11. I understand that document is part of a complete program which is accompanied by addi-
tional notes; DVD's and materials; and under no circumstances should be construed or used 
as a complete trading strategy.  
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Join Simon Martin In The Maximum Performance Trading 
Program As He Takes You Step By Step Through  

His “Sequence Analysis Method” To Increase  
Your Trading Profit Potential! 

Over the past 6 years Simon Martin has worked with hundreds of traders, helping them achieve 
their dreams of personal and financial freedom. Many have gone on to become lecturers and train-
ers in options trading themselves. Many have achieved the lifestyle they once could scarcely have 
dreamed of.  

Simon Martin's Maximum performance Trading DVD Program is your chance to learn some of the most in-
sightful, powerful & profitable options trading strategies available anywhere in the world. Here are just some of 
the things you will learn: 
 
• How I can make 20% profit in a few minutes, by analysing intra day charts. I will show you exactly 

what I do.  
• How to make profits when the market is heading south and the indicators are pointing up. 

• Learn the method to explore deeply into stocks to release the often hidden indicators that will en-
hance your entry and exit timing. 

• How the Sequence Analysis method can be applied correctly and stop you from short cutting and sabotaging 
your results. 

• Find out whether a stock is gaining or losing internal strength and how significant this can be to your 
analysis. 

• Utilise a simple weekly tracking sheet to ensure you are doing the analysis required. 

• Move slowly through the analysis levels, start with the basics of Level 1 and as you grow add Level 2 
and eventually Level 3. 

• Eliminate impulse trading by “working your way” into a trade and get great satisfaction from following your 
rules  

Post:                      Universal Trading Solutions, PO Box 3058, Erina NSW 2250  
Email:                    sales@universalsolutions.com.au  
Facsimile:              International 612-43 65 69 33  
Facsimile:              Australia (02) 4365 6933  
Online Shop:         www.UniversalTradingSolutions.com 
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DVD Homestudy Version Available. 
 

Included in the Maximum Performance Trad-
ing Homestudy: 
 
  ●  3 x DVD's of the Live Seminar 
  ●  79 Page PDF Workbook 
  ●  35 Chart Examples & Trading Diagrams  
  ●  Links to Website Resources 
  ●  BONUS: 25 of Simon’s Favourite Trade 
  ●  CDRom with Bonus Material 
 
Available Online For Just: $1995 
 

"Simon’s strategies were amazing. I have re-
searched many different options trading strategies 
since my first seminar back in 2002 yet I have never 
come across the strategies I learnt today.  
 
Simon’s not a cheesy slick presenter (I like that!). 
His presentation and the content are fantastic. 
Thanks Simon!" 

Mark Franjoc 
 
“Since the seminar …“Placed 14 trades on paper 
which grossed 28% return in 3 weeks. 
Just gone live 3 days ago with one trade grossing 
17% and the other unclosed standing at 34% gross 
profit.” 

Sein Chew , Singapore 
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Dear Friend 
 
Hi. My name Simon Martin and I just want to thank you in advance for taking the time to read my Special Report 
on The Seven Fundamental Keys You Must Master To Become A Consistent And Profitable Trader…..For 
Life! 
 
You know, over the past six years I have worked with hundreds of traders helping them achieve their dreams of 
personal and financial freedom. Many have gone on to become lecturers and trainers in options themselves. 
Many have achieved the lifestyle they once could scarcely have dreamed of. And sadly, many have achieved 
only a fraction of the success they desire. 
 
This Report is written for You whatever level of success you are currently achieving in trading. If you are just 
about to start your trading career, that’s OK as well. There is information here that could massively accelerate 
your trading success. 
 
If you are a trader who is not achieving the success you want it is probably because of one of the following three 
crucial reasons. I doesn’t matter whether you trade options, shares, futures, nor whether you trade the ASX, 
US markets, the DAXX or Singapore. And it doesn’t matter whether you are losing a few hundred dollars a 
month or making a few thousand dollars a day. This information is for you! 
 

The Three Crucial Reasons Why You Probably Aren’t Reaching Your Trading Goals 
 
So let’s focus right now on the three probable causes that are holding you back from the success you realty 
desire. Be honest and ask yourself if you believe one or more of these reasons are stopping you from achieving 
your trading goals. 
 
Reason #1 You Are Not Following a Profitable System…… 
 
It is quite feasible that the system you are following simply does not work. However what is far more likely that 
you a have system that works and you are simply not following the rules 
 
Reason #2 You Are Not Handling The “Success” Psychology of a Winning Trader…… 
 
Let’s be honest with each other. I have failed many times with trading. And you probably have too. Is it really 
because of outside forces..gold went up; I forgot to look at the Bollinger’s; I had to pick up the kids and couldn’t 
contact my broker? Or is it most likely that it is your own old habits and thinking have stopped you making a 
profitable trade? 
 
Reason #3` You Have Not Learnt Enough Skills To Take You From Your Current Trading Level 
To The Top Achievers Trading Level, So You Need To Update and Upgrade Your Skill Level…… 
 
Trading is like anything else in life. You are born with a fairly empty plate and a lot of emotions! Then 
you learn some basics, you practice and you get feedback from your results. Like anything in life to be 
successful you must get new skills and help along the way. 

Just released and FREE To You Courtesy of Universal Trading Solutions! * 
A Special New Report by Master Trader Simon Martin 

The Seven Fundamental Keys 
You Must Master To Become 
A Consistent And Profitable 
Trader…. For Life! 
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So how did you go with those three reasons on the previous page? Did it touch a nerve with you? I hope it did! 
You see, I believe my job is too stir you up enough to make you take massive action right now and put into place 
the steps that will take you from your current level of success to becoming a consistently profitable trader. 
 
I believe there are Seven Fundamentals Keys you must master to become a trader. And guess what? If you 
think it’s just sitting in front of a computer screen and learning more and more information…you’re wrong! Please 
read on with Key Number 1 

Just Who is Simon Martin? 
 
Simon Martin grew up in rural New South Wales and started his full-time working career as an 
engineer in the in the army. Simon first learnt about options after committing himself to a goal 
driven success program and searching for the best way to achieve those goals. 
 
The road wasn’t always easy for Simon. To generate initial income and have the time he 
needed to execute trades, Simon mowed lawns during his holidays! …but the results were 
outstanding! 
 
Simon ran several seminars and coaching sessions before making a lifestyle move to Noosa to 
have more time with his family and focus on his passions of triathlon and surfing. 
 
Now Simon is back doing what he loves best…mentoring and supporting individual traders to 
become more successful. 
 
The man who taught Kim Reilly and many other current option teachers and so-called “guru’s” is 
back with a brand new seminar and you will be able to benefit from his first program in several 
years designed to take you to the top of your trading abilities. 

Secret Key #1: Get Tough When The Going’s Rough. 
 
You must be persistent! You must be tough enough to change your thinking and control your ego when you 
have the big wins. And you must be able to ride out the losses as well. 
 
Let’s be honest. We all know the agony, the feelings on utter disbelief when make a trade we think is a certainty 
and then it goes against us. Something I have noticed with highly successful traders is their ability to remain 
almost “emotionless” whether they have a big win or a big “learning experience”. In my new seminar I spend a 
lot of time showing you how you can learn to handle this emotional rollercoaster. 
 
What I know about myself is that change comes when I am backed into a wall and there is no other option. I 
know that you too probably make the most significant changes when you are in the same position. With just a 
few simple strategies I will show you techniques you can use IMMEDIATELY that will eliminate most of the 
frustrations and literally thousands of wasted hours behind the computer screen tracking stocks… 
 
 
Secret Key #2 You Must Learn More As You Earn More 
 
Just imagine that the journey to financial freedom was like rowing a boat across a lake. No ripples, no wind…
dead calm. You know, financial freedom is never a smooth journey across a flat, ripple less lake. More than 
often the journey is a bumpy ride across hills and valleys - seasons of profitable spring trading and cold 
winters when you can’t seem to get one right. 
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The best traders know this and to ensure their long-term success they continue to educate themselves by 
learning more, more, more…more about systems, more about their own reactions to wins and losses. 
 
In my new seminar I introduce concepts which may be totally new to you, but that are often very simple. So 
simple that I’m often amazed at how people never worked some of the systems out themselves. 
 
One of the best ways to learn more is to learn new and more productive ways of analysing trades. Over several 
years I have developed new approaches to looking at my own trades…I’d like to give you a sneak preview of 
some of the types of trade reviews which have come from about four years of educating myself and getting my 
own system as profitable as is possible. 
 
Whatever you do whether you learn more about my system, keep reading, keep getting more good quality 
information. Learn, learn, learn and you will earn, earn, earn! 
 
OK…but here’s an important part of your learning process that I bet you aren’t doing right now. You need to 
really learn more about each individual trade you do. I don’t mean just have a look at one chart of a trade 
and pack in it away forever. Really scrunitise your trades…… 
 
Then, guess what? Once you have looked at various charts of a trade over and over several tines you will 
develop a SYSTEM that suits you. That’s basically what I have done over a number of years. 

A comment From Kim Reilly…… 
“I owe a lot to Simon Martin. Before studying under Simon I 
was barely scraping together enough to get my ends to wave at 
each other, let alone meet. 
 
Shortly after really understanding Simon’s patience and attention 
to detail, I began to make consistent profits each month and 
before I knew it I was making more in a month than I had done in a whole year. Since then, 
we have bought and paid for our dream home and are in the process of raising our young 
family with one very big difference.  
 
We never have to worry about money ever again. None of this would have been possible if it 
were not for Simon’s skill as a trader, trainer and mentor. 
 
Simon is a great teacher and mentor and I would recommend him to you if your goal is to 
become the best possible trader you can. 
 
- Kim Reilly 
 

Kim Reilly is an options “Super Trader” that first learnt his craft from Simon Martin. Kim has 
now presented to over 55,000 internationally, is a Guest Speaker at Anthony Robbins' Wealth Mastery, 

and once achieved a milestone by executing a trade of over $1,000,000 profit in a two week period. 

And to be quite upfront, some parts of my new system were learnt by pure accident.  
 
Yep. I was just reading, analysing charts and searching the web and some major light bulbs went off. 
 
For now, lets look at a recent winning trade and I’ll show you some of my own charts. You will see in this trade 
review that I a not just looking at a few key indicators that you will probably be well aware of…Bollinger’s; MA’s, 
trends etc, but I am starting to overlap a few other crucial indicators for success so that you can fast track 
your results. 
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Here’s a pretty typical example of a Trade Review…a nice one as well as it had the potential to produce a 350% 
return. You will notice that I use several key indicators here..this really is a major part of my strategy and once 
you know exactly what to look for it becomes a regular habit to your daily routine… 
 
 
 
SIMON MARTIN TRADE REVIEW: NAB 
 
Wow! What a week it has been on the options market! Let’s have a look at NAB. You will notice that, yes, this 
trade is against the down trend. However, NAB is trading off known parameters that have been tested… 
 
Remember the Rule of 52: if it is making peaks underneath it means it is weak, however with daily divergence, in 
this case bullish is usually enough to get it to pull back to the 52… 
 
Because this is now out of a trough higher (The buyers have made a physical support level higher) and off some 
pretty hefty weekly parameters there is a chance it may go through the 52 and change the medium term trend… 
 
Contracts on NAB went from .17c yesterday to .79c today and, no, I didn’t get the whole movement however I 
was happy with the portion I did get… 

 
That’s just a nice simple review to start. You see, once you start to develop a system, a SEQUENCE to 

analyzing your trades things really start to drop into place. More on that later in this Report. 
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Secret Key # 3 If You Want Greater Success Out of Life Get a Mentor 
 
Or at least find someone who knows more than you and ideally is highly successful and share time with 
them to improve your own results. 
 
The majority of high achievers have found other successful people and copied their key features. Why would 
you or I do anything different? 
 
There are a range of ways you can get yourself a mentor….books; internet sites; online forums; trading 
buddies; seminars; Monthly Groups. Find someone that is prepared to help you out and work with them to 
produce better results. 

“Since Simon has taken on the role of my Mentor, my understanding of technical 
analysis has improved out of sight.  
 
Simon’s style of trading is very structured with very precise rules. This has meant that 
I am much more selective in the trades that I choose while realising that some trades 
are riskier than others.  
 
Previously, whenever I was in a losing trade I blamed myself for not picking it 
correctly. Now, because of the structured approach I find that I am much better 
equipped psychologically to accept the risk and uncertainty of trading.  
 
I now know that I can make trading my profession” 
 
Jalna S 

Secret Key # 4 Just a Bit More Will Open The Door to Your Own “Acres of Diamonds” 
 
Can I tell you something? If you are not achieving the results that you require I sincerely believe that you are 
probably within a whisker of massive success. You may find that hard to swallow especially if you have just 
come off a tough run, but you are probably so near to success that if you really knew how close you were it 
would drive you crazy! 
 
In my seminar I go through a sequence for looking at your stocks. Simple black and whit stuff, laid out before 
you in a fashion that you can use trade after trade without having to go through the frustrations of having to 
devise new strategies. 
 
Many of you will know part of this information already, or at least something inside will tell you that it’s out 
there…somewhere! It’s just that little bit extra…maybe just seeing an old chart in a new way; or maybe one new 
indicator; or simply you might just need someone to “hold your hand” and guide you through some areas…and 
suddenly everything becomes clear to you. 
 
Accept that success is just a fraction away and see what starts happening to your results! 
 
 
Secret Key # 5 Become a humble trader and have balance in you life 
 
Keeping trading in perspective is extremely difficult for most traders. It is something that I deal with constantly 
and I have to take a check to realize that I am merely a participant in a much larger system and not the creator 
of it. 
 
You need to set some goals and review them…and if they are just money goals I’m afraid that trading won’t 
work for you. 
 
Prioritizing your commitments will help with a balanced aspect of trading. I also have a contentment and 
gratitude gauge on myself that helps keep my thoughts leveled in the battle between fear and greed. 
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Secret Key #6 You Must Have Patience 
 
I have to keep a check on my self-talk. You know that most of us wouldn’t talk to our worst enemies the way we 
speak to ourselves! When we relate this to Trading it can stem back to our expectations andthinking we have to 
earn exuberant profits early in our trading careers to class ourselves as successful traders. Turn Over For The 
Last Secret Key 
 
I would love the opportunity to spend more time with you to deeply explore the world of the successful trader and 
pull down the myths of making money day in day out. In my program we will go through automated trading 
plans and work through some case scenarios to give a foundation to work off, doing this will help you realize 
that losses are just a part of the big picture and plan and are not terminal to your trading success. Be Patient! 
 
But for now, here’s the essence of Key #6 . You need to not be so tough on yourself. Please! 
 
 
Secret Key #7 Develop a Sequence System For Your Analysis That Works Over and 
Over Again. 
 
Ok. Now many of you are saying “This is all great stuff Simon but I know all this and have seen these Key Points 
before. What I want to know is what do I really have to do when I switch on the market and start looking at the 
charts?” Well, the question I want throw back to you first is…. 

Are You Ready To Step Up To The Plate And 
Challenge Yourself to Greater Success? 

Let’s get down to the nitty gritty. If you take on board these Seven Fundamental Keys and put them into your life 
I guarantee you will have more success. Not just in trading but in other aspects of your life.  
 
Even if it only increased your performance by say 10%, so that you might get 8 trades right out of ten, instead of 
seven, what would that really mean to you? How much more confidence would you have when you turned on 
the computer to look at the market? How much more time would be freed up to focus on enhancing your 
lifestyle? What would it mean to your bottom line? 
 
Whilst there is a huge amount of information you can get from reports and books at the end of the day there’s 
nothing like the experience you get from watching a seminar on video or dvd and I want you to consider now if 
you believe you are ready to invest a day of your precious time with me and a group of like minded 
traders. 
 
I know that you may have already made up your mind and are saying “Yes. Show me the stuff. I want to learn 
how to improve my trading now!”, so what I would like to do in the rest of this report is focus on three things: 
Firstly, I wish to bullet point the key things you will learn in the Maximum Performance Trading Program. 
 
Secondly, I want to add another Trade Review to give you a bit more of a feel for what we will cover on the day. 
And finally I want to tell you about not one but several special offers from Universal Trading Solutions that will 
make it virtually impossible for you to say anything except: “Yes. I’m in!” 

Here Are Just Some Of The Benefits You Will Gain At The 
Simon Martin Maximum Performance Trading Program 

• How I recently made 20% profit in a few minutes. Practically without trying! I will show you exactly 
what I did. 

• How to make profits when the market is heading south and the indicators are pointing up 
• Learn the method to explore deeply into stocks to release the often hidden indicators that will 

enhance your entry and exit timing 
• Develop techniques that do not limit your entry and exit times to several days so you are able to day 

trade and make profits on the same day 
• Look at how combinations of Daily, Weekly and Intraday Indicators can be used to release 

additional profits 
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Recent Praise For Simon Martin… 

• How the Sequence Analysis method can be applied correctly and stop you from short cutting and 
sabotaging your results 

• Really understand which indicators are best to use to advise you of the timing of your trade and 
which indicators really show you what the big boys are doing in the marketplace. (If you want to 
make really serious profits you must understand how the market makers and the big institutions 
are operating before you decide enter a trade 

• I’ll show what faltering and increasing troughs really mean to a stock 

• Find the best combinations of slow fast weighted and exponential moving averages and how 
to apply my rule of 52 

• Review specific Trade Reviews over and over again until the Sequential Analysis method really 
sinks in and with a little practice becomes a regular daily habit of your trading routine 

• Find out whether a stock is gaining or losing internal strength and how significant this can be to 
your analysis 

• Establish stronger parameters in combination with C Stats, starting with weekly charts for when a 
stock is approaching a turning point then transfer to the daily’s so you will know where the outer 
parameters are and where you support and resistance lines really are 

• How to find divergences of overlaying trends on the charts 

• Find what the intensity of the investors are and how it can affect your decisions – another way of 
looking and supporting your analysis. By this I mean see what the other traders are really doing out 
there and how it should influence your own trading decisions. 

“I can't believe how complicated I've made things in my trading, Simon opened my eyes to 
all the things I've added over time, and which weren't helping me in any way.” 
Michael K. 
 
“Amazing how a few simple things can be so effective.” 
- Peter O. 
 
“I can't wait to sit a full day with him.” 
- Paul S 
 
 
“Having traded for almost 2 years full time, I came across Simon Martin and decided to sit 
his course more or less out of curiosity. 
 
It was a pleasant surprise to me when the information he shared really hit my trading 
between the eyes, got me thinking "smarter" and improved my whole concept of trading. 
 
Couple this with Simons laid back, relaxed attitude, and you have a powerful set of tools 
ready to take you to new levels of awareness in the market, and within yourself. 
 
Thanks Simon” 
 
- John K 
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• Learn a simple method for keeping a much better Trading Journal and write out exactly what 
motivated you to enter or exit a stock. You really need a system to record and learn how to analyse 
your EMOTIONS as well as the technical analysis. 

• Utilise a simple weekly tracking sheet to ensure you are doing the analysis required 

• Learn a method I have developed over several years to print out your trades and use them as a 
mini encyclopedia of visual references which will increase your pattern recognition of future 
trades 

• Never underestimate the importance of End Of Day analysis. You will learn how this is the easiest 
time to get a clear, unbiased view of the stocks when the market is closed and when you are 
unable to implement trade decisions 

• Eliminate impulse trading by “working your way” into a trade and get great satisfaction from 
following your rules 

• Move slowly through the analysis levels, start with the basics of Level 1 and as you grow add 
Level 2 and eventually Level 3. 

• Use website information to increase your performance including U.S. charting sites. I will direct you 
to ones that I use – many are FREE sites that save you thousands and increase your profits 

• How to apply this analysis to anything that you trade! 

• Learn how sometimes just knowing the difference between getting out early or staying in a trade is 
a huge key to becoming a profitable trader. Understand the potential of using computer generated 
exits especially if you have trouble getting out of trades 

• Review trades over and over and until you get a seriously deep understanding for what is really 
going in a trade. Here’s another example… 

 
SIMON MARTIN TRADE REVIEW: BHP 
 
My entry on BHP was based on some pretty simple Daily analysis. 
 
When I saw BHP open up so strongly at the end of a pretty long bull run I immediately thought Hey - 
we could see some profit taking today, heading into the weekend. 
 
I also thought it would take a pretty strong day on the Dow overnight to hold this up through to 
Tuesday morning… 
 
I entered as soon as I could for 2 cents and had sold a few at the end of the day for 4 and sold out of 
the rest on the Monday… 
 
On the intraday I saw the RSI enter into Over bought and the Cstats in harmony. This was my 
supportive evidence to get in… 
 
Simply based on a few days down and a recovery day on the Dow Overnight I could have entered this 
morning: Intra Cstats in Harmony and a touch of Bullish divergence on the RSI. 
 
I just looked the contracts up and it would have been a nice 20%er for the day not to be laughed at in 
anyone’s language… 
 
See the Charts over the page…. 
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Join Simon Martin In The Maximum Performance Trading 
Program As He Takes You Step By Step Through  

His “Sequence Analysis Method” To Increase  
Your Trading Profit Potential! 

Over the past 6 years Simon Martin has worked with hundreds of traders, helping them achieve 
their dreams of personal and financial freedom. Many have gone on to become lecturers and train-
ers in options trading themselves. Many have achieved the lifestyle they once could scarcely have 
dreamed of.  

Simon Martin's Maximum performance Trading DVD Program is your chance to learn some of the most in-
sightful, powerful & profitable options trading strategies available anywhere in the world. Here are just some of 
the things you will learn: 
 
• How I can make 20% profit in a few minutes, by analysing intra day charts. I will show you exactly 

what I do.  
• How to make profits when the market is heading south and the indicators are pointing up. 

• Learn the method to explore deeply into stocks to release the often hidden indicators that will en-
hance your entry and exit timing. 

• How the Sequence Analysis method can be applied correctly and stop you from short cutting and sabotaging 
your results. 

• Find out whether a stock is gaining or losing internal strength and how significant this can be to your 
analysis. 

• Utilise a simple weekly tracking sheet to ensure you are doing the analysis required. 

• Move slowly through the analysis levels, start with the basics of Level 1 and as you grow add Level 2 
and eventually Level 3. 
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DVD Homestudy Version Available. 
 

Included in the Maximum Performance Trad-
ing Homestudy: 
 
  ●  3 x DVD's of the Live Seminar 
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Simon’s not a cheesy slick presenter (I like that!). 
His presentation and the content are fantastic. 
Thanks Simon!" 

Mark Franjoc 
 
“Since the seminar …“Placed 14 trades on paper 
which grossed 28% return in 3 weeks. 
Just gone live 3 days ago with one trade grossing 
17% and the other unclosed standing at 34% gross 
profit.” 

Sein Chew , Singapore 


